1. We shall be concerned with two items concerning function algebras, connected in large part by their relation to the measures orthogonal to a given algebra : the expression of a general function algebra in terms of antisymmetric algebras recently obtained by Bishop [4] , and the question of interpolation in such algebras.
Let X he a compact Hausdorff space, C(X) the usual algebra of continuous complex functions on X, and A a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants. §ilov [16] called A antisymmetric if every real valued element of A is constant, and inquired whether (as a result of his [13, p. 127 ] partially suggested) every algebra of continuous functions could be expressed in terms of antisymmetric algebras. Recently Bishop [4] obtained the desired expression, following an approach suggested by Silov's work. In the first part of this paper we shall give a simpler approach to Bishop's theorem and some consequences.
Call subset K of X a set of antisymmetry (or an antisymmetric set) of A if, for/in A, /real valued on K implies/is constant on K. Let f\K be the restriction of/to K, A\K = {f\K :feA}. Then we can restate Bishop's theorem as Theorem 1.1. Every antisymmetric set of A is contained in a maximal antisymmetric set. The collection Jf of maximal antisymmetric sets forms a pairwise disjoint, closed covering of X satisfying (a) feC(X) andf\KeA\Kfor every K in Jfimply J"e A;
(h) A\K is closed in C(K), KeJT.
The only nontrivial assertions are (a) and (b), of which the first generalizes the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. (When A is conjugate closed and separates the points of X, so that antisymmetric sets reduce to points, (a) is precisely StoneWeierstrass.) Our proof of (a) is based on consideration of measures orthogonal to A and application of the Krein-Milman theorem, and is simply a modification of deBranges' proof of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [6] .
In succeeding sections we consider some interpolation questions and their relation to measures orthogonal to A, as well as their relation to Jf. In §4 we generalize a result of Rudin [14] on norm preserving interpolation by continuous analytic functions on the disc to dirichlet algebras.
But fp and (1 -f)p lie in 4X since fp(g) = p(fg) = 0 for g in A. So (2.1), (2.2) and the extremity of p imply p =fp/ \\fp \\, whence / is constant on K = carrier « as desired.
To complete our proof of (a) note that our / in C(X), if not in A, cannot be orthogonal to A^ by the Hahn-Banach theorem, or, equivalently, cannot be othogonal to ball A^. From the Krein-Milman theorem we conclude that/is not orthogonal to some p in (ball AM)e. But by 2.1 carrier p is a set of antisymmetry, and so is contained in some K inCt, on which/ = g for some g in A by hypothesis.
Thus p(f) = \fdp = J gdp -0, the desired contradiction, yielding (a).
To obtain 1.1 (b) we require some terminology. Call EczX a peak set (of A) if E -{x :f(x) = 1}, where feA has ||/| = 1; replacing / by (1 +/)/2, we can assume |/(x) | < 1 for x<£ E, and shall then say/peaks on E. The following lemma appears in [1; 10]; for convenience we repeat its proof. Lemma 2.2 . If E is an intersection of peak sets, A\E is closed in C(E); in fact A\E is isometrically isomorphic to the quotient algebra A/kE, where kE = {f:feA,f(E) = 0}.
Here as usual, the norm in the quotient is defined as \\f+kE\\=inf{\f+g\\:gekE}, while ||/|£|| = sup{|/(x)| :xeE} will denote the norm of f\EeA\E. Since multiplicative linear functionals on A/kE are of norm <il, |/(x) | g ¡|/+ kE\\, xeE, so ||/|£|| ú \fr+kE\. If V is an °Pen neighborhood of E on which |/| ^ ||/|£ || + £ then some finite intersection F of the peak sets containing £ is contained in F by compactness; trivially F is again a peak set, and so there is a g in A with g(F) = 1, and | g(x) | < 1 for x ¿ F. But gnfef+kE and lim sup || 0"/|| gsup|/(l/)|^||/|£||+e; consequently ||/+ fc£|| g |/|£|| and \\f+kE¡ = |/|£||. Thus A | E, in the norm of C(E), is isometrically isomorphic with the complete algebra A/kE, and so closed. Lemma 2.3. Every maximal antisymmetric set K is an intersection of peak sets.
Note that every (nonempty) countable intersection of peak sets is a peak set (if/" peaks on £", £ 2~% peaks on f*|£"). X is of course a peak set containing K; let £ denote the intersection of all peak sets containing K.
Suppose Ej=K. Since K <= £, £ is not a set of antisymmetry so there is an/in A with /| £ nonconstant and real valued. Now the compact set /(£) is a Gs in the complex plane, so/_1(/(£)) is a Gt in X :f1(f(E)) =f\V", V" open. But by compactness each neighborhood V" of £ contains a finite intersection F" of peak sets, and thus £ c£ = f"jFB <=QF(,= f'1(f(E)), where F is a peak set, and
Consequently f\F is a nonconstant real function while / is constant on K, As we shall see later (cf. 4.5) this (and 2.2) can be strengthened by an application of the argument of Bishop cited above.
It should be noted that the decomposition space produced by Jf is not, in general, Hausdorff. This is shown by an example used by Silov to show his result [16] did not express 4 in terms of antisymmetric algebras; an analogous example is given in §5.
We turn next to some properties of Jf which follow (essentially) from the argument used to obtain 1.1. First note the following property of X : if/in C\X) has/| Ke(Re4|.K)-(uniform closure in CR(K)) for every K in Jf, then /e(Re4)~ (closure in CR(X)). Indeed if the conclusion fails there is a real measure u with p.(f) # 0 and u 1 Re 4 (which, for real measures, amounts precisely to « 14) ; let p in fact be chosen so as to be extreme in {v : v e MR(X), v 1 A, \\ v || 1}. Then if p = avy + (1 -a)v2, 0 < a < 1, v,e ball 4^, i = 1,2, it is a simple matter to conclude that each v( is real, and so coincides with p. Consequently 2.1 applies to u, and as before we obtain a contradiction. Next we have the following result, which relates the ideal structure of 4 to JT.
Theorem 2.5. Let I be a closed ideal in A. Then (a') feC(X) andf\Kel\Kfor every K in¿f imply feI, (V) 11K is closed in C(K) (or in A \ K), KeJf.
Thus every closed ideal / of 4 produces closed ideals J | K from which / can be recovered, (a') follows exactly as 1.1(a), once it is noted that ue (ball fx)e implies carrier u is a set of antisymmetry of 4, and this follows from the proof of 2.1 as soon as we note that fe A and pll imply fp ± I.
The proof of (b') can be obtained as before. For we have a natural isomorphism of the Banach algebra /// n kK onto /1K, and, exactly as in 2.2, || g | K || g I g+ I dkK ||, for g in /. The reverse inequality follows by noting that if/e4 peaks on L => K, where L lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of K, then fgeg + I nkK, and || ^ 4-/ O fcX || ^ lim sup ||/"0 || g, \\g\K¡ + e.
A consequence of 2.5 is the fact that closed ideals of 4 are relatively conjugate closed in the following sense. For both/|K and its conjugate f\K are in A\K, hence constant, so that both lie in /| K, for each K in Jf. So by 2.5 (a'), fis in J.
Let JtA be the set of multiplicative linear functions on A, and regard the elements of J(A | K as functionals on A in the obvious fashion ; then JlA is the (disjoint) union of the ¿áfA\K,KeJf. This can be obtained from 2.5, but we can argue more directly here as follows. For <¡> eJtA, as is well known, there is a non-negative measure p on X representing <p : <p(f) = jfdp (p is necessarily of norm 1 since p(l) = 1). Let p be in fact extreme in the set of all non-negative representing measures, and suppose 
Since the reverse inequality obtains trivially for any K, our assertion is clear. Moreover, for any closed ideal / of A, since each element of (ball /x)e is carried by some K in Cf, our assertion holds with / in place of A.
Finally we note one further property of the elements of X when A is separating. Rudin [15] shows that if a compact set K contains no perfect set then closed subalgebras of C(K) are necessarily conjugate closed. Thus by 1.1(b) every K in ¿f which contains more than one point contains a perfect set. (If X = JtA each K is in fact connected, by a theorem of Silov [13, p. 168] .) 3. Interpolation and X. Let F be a closed subset of X. The subalgebra 4 of C(X) is said to interpolate C(F) if 41P = C(F), and, given 4, the general question of interpolation amounts to determining those F for which this occurs. The present section is devoted to some results related to this question and to the bearing maximal sets of antisymmetry have on the problem; the results were suggested by an interpolation theorem of Bishop [5] .
We shall still be concerned with orthogonal measures. Let (A\F)^ denote the elements of M(F) orthogonal to A\F (or, equivalently, to its uniform closure (4|F)~); these are of course precisely the elements of 4X carried by P. Our next result, which is fundamental to our considerations, was suggested by a proof by E. Nelson of Bishop's interpolation theorem [5] ; it is a consequence of the fact [9, p. 488 ] that a continuous linear transformation from one Banach space to another has closed range if and only if its adjoint has. Both it and its corollary, 3.2, depend only on the hypothesis that 4 is a closed subspace of C(X)(2). 
while v in 4X implies ve(4|F)x so T* is (1-1). Thus (3.1) is precisely equivalent to T* being topological. But with (3.2) available and T* (1-1) the last condition is equivalent to the closure of the range of T* by the open mapping theorem [9] . And by the result cited in our introductory remarks T* has closed range if and only if T has, so the first assertion of 3.1 holds. Now suppose (3.1) holds so that T has closed range 4|P, and is an open mapping by the open mapping theorem. Since kF = {f:feA, f(F) = 0} is just (2) (3.1) and (3.2) have also been obtained by P. C. Curtis, Jr. and K. Hoffman. the nullity of T, the induced map f of 4/fcF onto 4|F is topological; on the other hand the adjoint f* coincides with T* (since we may identify (A/kF)* with a subspace of A*). Consequently bounds on the norms of f and f-1 can be read off from those of f* = T* and (f~x)* = (f*)~1 =(T*)~1; by (3.1) and (3.2) one has || P_11| ^ c, and || f|| ^ 1. Clearly c = 1 if and only iff-1 is an isometry, and all of the assertions of 3.1 are apparent.
The following corollary extends Bishop's interpolation theorem(3) [5] .
Corollary 3.2. Let F be a closed subset ofX. Then A\F =C(F) if and only if, for some c ^ 1, (3.3) \\pF\\ztc\\uF,\\,allp±A.
When ( We proceed next to some connections with maximal sets of antisymmetry.
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a closed Baire set (i.e., a G¿) in X which is a union of maximal antisymmetric sets. Then A\F is closed in C(F), in fact isometric with A/kF. 
where A is a non-negative measure of total variation 1 on a o ring of subsets of S and the integral exists in the (weak*) sense that
for each / in C(X). But (3.6), by usual monotoneity arguments, continues to hold for bounded Baire functions / on X; consequently with <pF the characteristic function of F,
which we may write as Our next result gives our connection between the interpolation problem and Jf. We note first that the final assertion of 3.2 amounts to the fact that for any g in C(F) and e > 0, g has an extension f in A with |/|| < (c + e) \\g\\ (\\g\\ = sup | g(F) | of course).
Theorem 3.5. Let F be a closed Baire subset of X, c a constant. Suppose that for each K in Jf and every g in C(F n K) there is an f in A extending g with ||/|| :g c I g I. Then for any g in C(F) and e > 0 there is an f in A extending gwith\\f\\ï(c + e)\\g\\. '
As we shall see later by an example (5.2) c cannot be allowed to depend on K, i.e., in general for A to interpolate C(F) it is not sufficient to have A interpolate C(F n K) for each K in Jf. However it is sufficient for certain algebras (cf. 3.7 and 4.11 below).
Proof of 3.5. We again use the integral representation (3.5): for p in AM, p/\\p\\ = $ vX(dv), and pF/ ||p|| = J" vFX(dv), where X g 0 has total variation 1. By 3. So || pF I ^ c || p I -c || pF || = c I /iF. || for all pLA, and 3.5 follows from 3.2 and the remark preceding 3.5.
As one class of algebras for which a strengthened form of 3.5 obtains one has the dirichlet algebras. Definition 3.5.1. A c C(X) is a dirichlet algebra on X if Re A is dense in C\X) [11;17] .
The next lemma could be obtained as a simple consequence of a later one (3.8); for later purposes we shall give its somewhat simpler direct proof. Lemma 3.6. // A is a dirichlet algebra on X and F is closed in X, then A | F = C(F) if and only if pi A implies pF = 0.
Clearly the second condition implies (3.3) with c = 1, so we need only consider "only if." Suppose (3.3) holds, p is orthogonal to A, say of norm 1, and we choose a compact K <= F' with || pF.XK || < e. If we choose g in CR(X) bounded by e and 1 -e, and equal to e on K and 1 -e on F then we can approximate log g by Re/ (/e A) sufficiently well to insure that || eRef-g \\ < e; consequently eRe/ is bounded by 1, exceeds 1 -2e on F, and is less than 2e on K. Now for h = e'e A, \ h \ = cRe/and hpLA, so by (3.3) we have 4. Interpolation with no increase in norm. Let X be the unit circle |z| = 1, and 31 the subalgebra of C(X) of functions having continuous extensions to | z | = 1 analytic for | z | < 1. If F is a closed subset of X of Lebesgue measure zero, Rudin [14] has shown that any / in C(F) has an extension g in 31 with \\g || = ||/1|. Now by a well-known result of F. and M. Riesz any p in M(X) orthogonal to 31 is absolutely continuous, so pF = 0; thus Bishop was able to apply his version of 3.2 to 31 to obtain, more abstractly, a weaker result: for £ > 0, / has an extension gE in 21 with || gt || ?g (1 + e) ||/|. (Carleson [8] had obtained a slightly weaker result.)
In the present section we shall obtain a version of Rudin's result valid for dirichlet algebras (of which 31 is the simplest non-trivial example). Indeed, it follows (cf. 4.5) from a construction due to Bishop [3] But now {ps + Xô} = {(fxô + vö) -(vä -Xs)} has « -v as a weak* cluster point ; since pö and Xs are both in 4 "^, again weak* closed, w-ve4J-,so«e4-L 4-M(F) ; since || « || S 1, our proof is complete.
When pF e4x for all « in 4X (as is the case for 4 dirichlet (cf. 3.8)) we obtain ((kFy)F. = (4X)F. cz 4X. This yields Let Z be the set of equivalence classes of Y corresponding to yx ~ y2of"(yy) = /"(y2), all n; let f"(z) = /"(y) for yez, and endow Z with the least fine topology rendering all the fn continuous. Then Z is a compact metrizable space for which the closed subalgebra 38y of 38 generated by {fx,f2, •••} is isomorphic to the subalgebra 38x of C(Z) generated by {/i,/2, •••} under a correspondence/<-»/ for which /(y) = f(y), where y is the equivalence class of y. Moreover the neighborhoods Vn = \z:zeZ,\flz) -ftf)\ <-I, i £ n -lj clearly form a base of neighborhoods of p so that for each neighborhood V of p there is an/(some/") satisfying (4.1). Thus Bishop's theorem [3, Th. 2] applies to yield an /in J" peaking at p; the corresponding /in ^\ clearly peaks on a set lying between Ç\Z=2 V" and F, thus between Vy and F, since Vn cz Vy for n sufficiently large. Since Ft is an arbitrary neighborhood of p, the proof is complete.
4.3 and 3.9 combine to yield the rather interesting For the final assertion note that when £ is a peak set we can take F0 = F, and thus replace g by gk, where k (as above) peaks on £0.
By 4.3 and 4.5 we have Theorem 4.6. Let Abe a dirichlet algebra on X, and let F be a closed subset of X with A | F closed in C(F). Then any f in A | £ has an extension g in A with precisely the same norm as f.
Finally if F is a Gâ (in particular, if X is metric) then g can be chosen so that\g(x)\<\\f\\,xiF.
Of course the hypothesis of 4.6 can be restated in terms of measures by 3.8. In each case F is an intersection of peak sets of A (and a peak set if it is aGô).
Of course (b) follows from (a) since A | F must then be dense in C(F). To obtain (a), note first that A/kF and A\F are isometric (and so A|£ closed) as in 3.8. where C = complexes, pp = point mass at p. Since 38 = k{p} + C, 38^ consists of just the elements of (k{p}y which are also orthogonal to the constant functions on 7. But p~*((A^)F,)(l) = (A^)F,(l) = 0 since (A^)F, cz A^, while cpp(l) = 0 only if c = 0, so 38 *■ = p*((AM)F.). In particular then, for u in BS^, p{p} = 0. We now note that 39 is separating on Y since we can show kF separates distinct elements of X\F, and for x e X\£ there is an / in kF with f(x) # 0. Indeed if the last assertion fails, px, the point mass at x, lies in (fc-F)"1" = (AJ~)F. + M(F), so px = (px)F-e(A'L)F. cA^, which is impossible. Similarly failure of the other assertion leads to px -px,eA^,x,x' distinct elements of X\F. Now suppose for the moment that X is metrizable, so that Y also is. Then it suffices to show p is a peak point of á?; for then £ is correspondingly a peak set of A, and 4.5 applies to yield (a). But if p is not a peak point of the separating algebra 38, by [3, Th. 3] we have a measure p with p{p} = 0 which represents p:f(p) = If dp, fe38. This implies pp -p is a measure orthogonal to 3S which does not vanish on {p}, and this, as we saw, is impossible.
This general case is covered by the deeper results of [2] . By 4.5 it suffices to show £ is an intersection of peak sets of A, and thus to show p is an intersection of peak sets of 38. In the terminology of [2] , the last amounts to saying p satisfies condition II, and if this fails to hold, by [2, 6.5] there is a positive Baire measure p on Y, p ^ pp, for which p -pp is orthogonal to 38. Replacing these Baire measures by their regular Borel extensions we have of course the same situation : p -pp is a nonzero element of M(Y) orthogonal to 38. But since « ^ 0, «{p} ^ 1, and thus (fi-Vp)({p}) Ia 0 despite our earlier conclusion; this contradiction thus completes the proof.
We can now point out a class of algebras, which includes dirichlet algebras, for which interpolation of C(F) implies the norm preserving interpolation of Rudin's theorem.
Definition 4.8.1. 4 c C(X) is said to approximate in modulus on X if, for every positive continous g on X and e > 0, there is an f in A with \g -\f\\< e.
To justify our remark, note that by precisely the proof of 3.6 (taking the / of 4.8.1 as the h used in 3.6) one proves Approximation in modulus is not strong enough to allow us to obtain the analogue of 3.8 (the h used there has to be invertible); consequently we cannot apply 4.8(a). In order to point up how wide this class of algebras is, we note Lemma 4.12. Let <% be the set of unimodular elements of A, i.e. {f:feA, |/| = 1 on X}. If *% separates X then A approximates in modulus on X.
Indeed we have only to note that tftA = {ùf: u e aU, feA] (where the bar denotes conjugation) is an algebra: it is clearly closed under multiplication, while üyfy + ^2/2 = "i"2(u2/i + "i/2) shows it is closed under addition. Since it contains the algebra generated by <% and #, which is conjugate closed, and separating by hypothesis, #4 is dense in C(X) by Stone-Weierstrass. So for £ > 0 and g any positive element of CR(X) we have \g -ùf\< e for appropriate w,/in 4, whence |0-wri|-|f-i/i|<«-As a particular example (where 4.12 is more transparent directly) take 4 to be the subalgebra of the continuous functions on the torus T2 which are boundary values of functions continuous on the closed bicylinder {(z,w) :|z|gl,|w|^l} and analytic on the interior. (In this connection we can see that the difficulty in obtaining specific applications of our version of Rudin's theorem (4.10 or 4.7) will reside in finding the appropriate version of the F. and M. Riesz theorem, i.e., a result identifying the £ for which 4.10(a) holds.)
Finally we turn to a result which is concerned with interpolation, but not of the norm preserving variety; we include it here since part of its proof was suggested by Rudin's proof in [14] .
If p is a peak point of A, any p orthogonal to A vanishes on {p}, since iff peaks at p then fpLA, and so, by dominated convergence, (p^pLA, and p{p} = 0. Thus for £ closed, countable, and consisting of peak points (so that pF = 0 for p LA), it was known from Bishop's interpolation theorem that A interpolates C(F). Our final result makes a stronger assertion: we need only know that each pair of distinct elements of £ are not equivalent in the sense of Gleason [11] (x, y in X are by definition equivalent in Gleason's sense i/sup{ |/(x) -f(y) \ :feA, ||/|| < 1} < 2, i.e. if px -py provides a functional of norm < 2 on A). What we need to suppose about £ in addition, rather than countability, is that the elements of M(F) are discrete, and this holds if (5) we assume £ is scattered, i.e., contains no nonempty perfect subsets (which amounts to countability in case X is metric). For we can always split p in M(F) into a discrete and continuous part, while a continuous measure clearly has for its carrier a set without isolated points, i.e., a perfect set. cf. [12] . (6) At several points in the following argument we shall make use of the fact that the spectrum of fe A is contained in its boundary (which lies in f(X)) plus the bounded components of the complement of the boundary, and also that for <p analytic on a neighborhood of the spectrum, 4>ofeA,cï. [13] .
is an element of 4 of norm < 1 with g(y) = 0 and i -/OO /(*) as close as we please to (f(x) -(-1))/(1 -(-l)/(x)) = 1. Now given n distinct points x1,--,x" in F we can choose g2,---,g" in 4 with || g¡ || <1, g¡(x¡) = 0, and g^Xy) arbitrarily close to 1. Thus g = \~\2gi is an element of 4 with I g || < 1, g(x2) = ••• = g(x") = 0, and we are free to choose g so that g(xy) is as close as we please to 1. Let ft = (g -g(xy))¡(g(Xy)g -Y); again he A, || ft || < L since z -> (z -g(xy))l((g(xy)z-1) is a conformai self map of the unit disc. And h(xy) =0 while we can make ft(x2) = ••■ = h(x") = g(xy) arbitrarily close to 1. « is an element of 4 of norm < 1 since Re I^o^oh¡ > 0 and <f>-l is analytic on Re z ^ 0. Moreover we can make qb o ftj(x¡) close to 0 for ¡' # j, so £ j ipj o (¡> o ftj(x;) can be made arbitrarily close to \p ¡ o <p o hi(x^ = \p ¡(\) = 4> of(x¡), and «(x¡) will approximate/(x¡) arbitrarily well, i -1, ...,n.
So for e > 0 we have a gy in A with || gv || < 1, sup |(/-gx)(x¡) \ < e. Similarly we have g2 in 4 with | g2 \\ < s, sup|(/-gy -g2)(xi)\ < s2, and, iterating, we have g, in 4 with || gn \\ < e""1, sup |(/-I" gi)(x¡) \ < e". Thus g = X'x0 g¡ is an element of 4 of norm < 1/(1 -e) which extends our element / of C({xy,---,xn}). Since/was any element of norm < 1 we have shown A/k{xx,---,xn} and C({xy, •••,x"}) to be isometric. By 3.2 this implies II A«{*i.*"} || = ||/*{*,.*"}'!' a11 i*1A-Now given e>0 and p 14 choose xlt -^Xn in F for which || pf\{x,.Xn) \\ < eThen I Mf|| ^ || fi{Xl.,"} I + e ^ I fi{xi.Xny || + 8 13 || «F-1| + 2e ;
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since e > 0 is arbitrary, || Pf || ú || Pf< ||, and since p L A is arbitrary, our theorem follows from 3.2. 5.1. We begin with a simple example in which the decomposition space Jf yields is not Hausdorff. In I x D let X be the subset consisting of all (r,z) with | z | S: 1 -r/2 (a cylinder with a conical section removed). Let A be the (closed) subalgebra of C(X) formed by those/ with z^f(r,z)
analytic for 1 -r/2 < |z| < 1, for each r > 0, and let X, = {(r,z):(r,z)eX}, so X0 is a circle, Xr, for r > 0, a plane annulus. Now clearly Xr, for r > 0, is a set of antisymmetry for A, which, since fx : (r, z) -* r is in A, is obviously maximal. On the the other hand each point of X0 forms a maximal set of antisymmetry. Indeed both (r, z)^z and (r,z)-*z~1 are in A so that A | X0 contains a dense (by Stone-Weierstrass) self adjoint subalgebra of C(X0).
Consequently the decomposition space Y we obtain from ¿f in this example can be identified with a space formed from X0 u (0,1] in which every neighborhood of x0 e X0 includes some subinterval (0, e) of (0,1 ], so Y is not Hausdorff.
It might be noted that the decomposition space Y obtained from Jf is Hausdorff if and only if X coincides with the (a priori less fine) collection of sets of constancy of the real valued elements of A (i.e., the equivalence classes corresponding to xx ~ x2 of(xx) =f(x2), all real/in A), and thus if and only if Silov's decomposition (cf. [13, 15] ) coincides with Bishop's. Indeed "if" follows from the fact that Silov's decomposition is Hausdorff [13] . On the other hand if Y is Hausdorff (so CR(Y) separates Y) and p is the canonical map of X onto y then p :/->/op maps CR(Y) into A (since / o p is constant on each K in JT); since any real/in A is constant on each K in Jf, and thus is g o p for some g in CR(Y), AnCR(X) = pCR(Y). Consequently the sets of constancy of AnCR(X) are precisely the p~1(y), yeY (i.e., the elements of jT). (Thus X lies in the planes r = 1/n (or = 0) and meets each such plane in a circle plus (at most) two points interior to the circle.) Let A be the subalgebra of C(X) of those / for which z -+f(l/n, z) and z ->/(0, z) have continuous extensions to | z | ^ 1 analytic for | z | < 1. As is easily seen ¿f consists precisely of the plane sections, viz:({0} x T)U {(0,0)} and ({1/n} x T)U {(l/n,0),(l/n,l/n)}forn = l,2,..-. Now £ is closed in X and, since F C\K contains at most two points for each K in ¿f, AI (£ n K) = C(F n K). On the other hand A | £ ^ C(F). Indeed let
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use feC(F) be defined by/(r,0) = 0, f(r, r) = ^Jr, reE. Suppose g\F =/, g in A.
Then since g(l/ft,0) =/(l/n,0) = 0, by Schwarz's lemma g(l/n,l/n) = j\\n z% || g || • 1/n, and y/n£ \\g\\ for all n.
Actually one can assert more: 41 F is not even closed in C(F). For F contains no perfect subset and 4 | F separates F, so that 41F is dense in C(F) by [15].
5.3. Our final example relates to 4.6. Let X = T, and let 4 be the subalgebra of C(X) of functions extending continuously to | z | ^ 1 so as to be analytic on |z| < 1,B the further subalgebra of those functions whose analytic extensions satisfy/(0) =/(l). Alternatively, an / in B satisfies /(l) = (l/2n)f2¿ f(ei0)d9 = X(f), where X is Haar measure on T. Let px he the unit point mass at 1, v = Py -X, so v 1B. As in 4.1, 4X + Cv is weak* dense in Px ; in fact we can show 4X + Cv is weak* closed (and so coincides with Bx) by the same sort of argument used there. For let pa±A, and pö + cöv -» p weak*, where || pô + côv || ;g 1. But clearly we cannot achieve here the norm preserving extension guaranteed by 4.6 when our algebra is dirichlet; for if /in C(F) is defined by/(l) = \,f(e2Ki,n) = 1 -1/n then any g in B with g | F =/, || g || = ||/|| = 1, would have an analytic extension g to | z | < 1, bounded by 1 in modulus, with ^(0) = ¿?(1) = 1, so that g = 1 on D, a contradiction. Finally, since P|F and B/kF are isometric, the remark following 4.13 shows the elements of F are all inequivalent in Gleason's sense, so that 4.13 cannot be improved to assert norm preserving interpolation.
Remark. An extension of 1.1 should probably be pointed out. Suppose A and Jf are as in 1.1, and B is a closed subspace of C(X) which is an A module. Then (a) and (h) o/(l.l) hold with B in place of A. (2.5 is of course a special case.)
The proof of (a) need only be modified by replacing 4X by Px (as in 2.5).
For (b) note that for p 1B and F a peak set of 4 one has pF 1B by monotone convergence (as in the paragraph preceding 4.13). Since KeJt is an intersection
